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ABSTRACT 

Calibration of a Cycloidal ion Mass Spectrometer 

by 

David Lyttleton Cooke 

This thesis describes the construction and calibration 

of a cycloidal type ion mass spectrometer ( CIMS ) for 

analysis of space plasmas. Crossed electric and magnetic 

fields are used to force incoming ions to execute cyc¬ 

loidal trajectories with a net displacement proportional 

to the mass per unit charge of the ions. The magnetic 

field is produced by a permanent magnetic while the elec¬ 

tric field is varied to select which mass is to be detect¬ 

ed. A funnel type channeltron is used as the detector. The 

main feature of the CIMS is the energy and entrance angle 

independence of the selection process. In order to deter¬ 

mine the real limits of this feature, an Ortec R.F. ion 

source, capable of producing high fluxes of heavy ions 

( up to 40 amu ) over a wide energy range, was used to 

calibrate the instrument. The derivation and determination 

of the mass resolution R=mAm, the energy range, and 

geometric factor is discussed. The can detect ions in the 

low keV range with a mass resolution of R = 8, and an 

•6 9 estimated average geometric factor G = 1x 10 cm sr. 
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CHAPTER 1 

HEAVY IONS IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE 

1.1, Introduction 

Knowledge of plasma composition and isotopic abundance 

is frequently important to many areas of space research. 

The area of immediate concern to the Cycloidal Ion Mass 

Spectrometer (CIMS) project is the determination of the 

origin of auroral primary ions by the analysis of their 

abundances and charge states. In addition to the question 

of origin, such data could answer many important questions 

concerning the movement, energization, injection, and loss 

of magnetospheric plasmas. Most of these processes are 

unidentified or poorly understood, but many are likely to 

be modified or be dependent upon composition and charge 

states of the ions involved. Composition measurements of 

plasmas in the magnetosphere at energies below 50 keV 

have been reviewed by Johnson et al. [1976]. West [1975] 

and Krimigis [1973] have reviewed composition measurements 

above 50 keV. The brief review given here will be 

concerned with the lower energy measurements. 

1.2, Background 

During the last decade, numerous satellite and sound¬ 

ing rocket probes have been flown to determine the origin 

of auroral particles. Most experimental evidence to date 

seems to suggest a solar wind origin. However, recent 

observations indicate an ionospheric origin for at least 



some lower energy ions. Prior to most of these experiments, 

it had been suggested by Axford [1969, 1970] that informa¬ 

tion on the source of auroral ions could be obtained by 

a determination of the charge state and isotopic composi¬ 

tion of helium since helium in the solar wind is primarily 

He++ with a ^He/^He ratio of 10-^ to 10“4 [Bame et al., 

1968] whereas in the ionosphere helium and other ions are 

primarily singly ionized with -^He/^He = 10-^ [Axford, 1969] . 

The helium to hydrogen ratio in the solar wind has been 

measured on many occasions. Neugebauer and Snyder [1966] 

report an average He++/H+ = 0.046, Hundhausen et al. [1967] 

report 0.042, and Ogilvie and Wilkerson [1969] report 0.051. 

It should be noted that the solar wind composition is 

highly variable. Large increases in the solar wind helium 

abundance have been associated with solar flare activity 

and geomagnetic storms [Ogilvie et al., 1968, Hirshberg et 

al., 1970, Robbins et al., 1970]. Recently, a direct 

correlation between the solar wind velocity and the helium 

to hydrogen ratio has been discovered by Hirshberg et al., 

[1972], and confirmed by Ogilvie [1972]. 

It is generally believed that the solar wind supplies 

the energy for the aurora through its interaction with the 

terrestrial magnetic field. However, whether or not most 

auroral particles are of solar wind origin is a subject of 

current debate. Solar wind particles could possibly gain 

entry into the magnetosphere in regions where the magneto¬ 

pause is sufficiently turbulent to allow diffusion of 
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solar wind plasma. This is most likely to occur where the 

earth's magnetic field strength is low, such as in the 

magnetotail near the neutral sheet. From the neutral sheet 

particles could be convected earthward and precipitated 

into the aurora as illustrated in Figure 1. 

Another mechanism involves the merging of inter¬ 

planetary and geomagnetic fields to form the dayside polar 

cleft or cusp. Direct entry of magnetosheath (solar wind) 

plasma into the cusp and presumably into the aurora has 

been observed by the satellite 0G0 5 (Russell et al., 1971 

and Reiff et al., 1977]. 

Other evidence of a solar wind origin for auroral ions 

is given by Whalen et al. [1971] and Whalen and McDiarmid 

[1972]. On the two sounding rocket experiments they 

measured He++/H+ = 0.04 (integrated over energy) in the 

2-20 keV range at L = 8, with no detectable flux of He+. 

Thus, a solar wind origin for these particles was concluded. 

BÜhler et al. [1972] exposed aluminum foils to auroral ions 

on two rocket experiments. Subsequent mass analysis of the 

collected ions showed ^He/^He = 4 x 10~^. Within wide limits 

this is consistent with a solar wind origin, i.e., it does 

not agree with the ionospheric ratio of 10 . Reasoner et 

al. [1968] measured an alpha to proton ratio of 1.6% in the 

aurora (Ea = 200 keV, Ep = 100 keV). They concluded a solar 

wind origin for these particles, although their experiment 

did not distinguish between ^He and ^He, or He+ and He++. 



Taylor et al. [1965] have measured the charge states 

and concentrations of helium ions in the upper ionosphere 

and plasmasphere and found the dominant helium ion to be 

4He + with 4He+/H+ = 10“2. Chappell et al. [1970] using the 

light ion mass spectrometer onboard OGO 5, have found 

plasmospheric /*He+/H'!' ratios ranging from 1 to 10% and 

0+/H+ ratios from 0.01% to 0.1%. For the ionosphere 

Axford [1969] gives 4He++/H+^ 10“4, and [3He+, 3He++]/H+ = 

10“8, with detectable quantities of 0+ and N+, but no 0+^, 

N+^, etc. Axford suggests that low energy ionospheric ions 

(1 eV) could become energetic keV auroral ions via the 

"Polar Wind" [Banks and Holzer, 1968]. Ions produced at 

altitudes greater than about 400 km and an IML (invariant 

magnetic latitude) greater than 60° may escape along open 

field lines into the magnetotail [Axford, 1969]. It is 

further hypothesized [Axford, 1970], that some of these 

ions could be convected along reconnecting field lines into 

the plasma sheet. Once in the sheet they could undergo 

adiabatic compression to energies on the order of a few 

hundred eV, with a subsequent dumping into the auroral 

zone as illustrated in Fig. 2. J. Hoffman and coworkers 

[1974] have confirmed the existence of the polar wind by 

measurements with an ion mass spectrometer on board the 

ISIS 2 satellite. They observe a He+ dominated upward flux 

at 70® IML in the southern winter, with a low 0+ concentra¬ 

tion, except during the magnetic storm on 4 Aug. 1972, 

when N+ became the dominant ion with unusually high con- 



centrations of N0+ N^/ Oand 0+. Since the polar wind 

preferentially removes the lighter ions, it is expected 

that the upper polar ionosphere H+ and He+ concentrations 

will be depleted with respect to the heavier components 

[Banks, 1969]. This implies the possibility of distinguish¬ 

ing at least three differently composed ionospheric plasmas, 

i.e., polar wind plasma, depleted polar ionospheric plasma, 

and nondepleted ionospheric plasma. The results of Hoffman 

et al. [1974] may indeed be the observation of both polar 

wind plasma and lower ionospheric constituents possibly 

lifted by a magnetic field aligned electric field process. 

More recently, Shelley, Sharp, and Johnson [1976] have 

observed 0+ and H+ streaming up field lines from both day 

and night side ionospheres with energies up to 4.5 keV for 

0+ and 2.4 keV for H+ at an altitude of 8000 km. The 

inferred acceleration mechanism appears to operate below 

6000 km, over a wide range of latitudes, during both quiet 

and disturbed times. Similar fluxes of 0+ and H+ in the 

same energy range have been observed streaming tailwards 

in the magnetotail at 35 Re adjacent to the magnetosheath 

by IMP 7 [Frank et al., 1977]. Hardy et al. [1977] also 

see what are probably anti-sunward flowing fluxes of 1 keV 

0+ ions (possibly N+) in the tail lobes at lunar distances 

with the lunar based SIDE. 

In addition to escaping ionospheric ions, precipitating 

ions of apparent ionospheric origin have also been observed. 

Shelley et al. [1972, 1974], Johnson et al. [1972], and 



Sharp et al. [1974] have found 0+ to be an important 

component of precipitating energetic particle fluxes during 

magnetic storms. These were observed by the satellite 

1971-089A at 12 keV over a wide range of latitudes near 

800 km. In addition, Johnson et al. [1974] have, on two 

separate occasions, measured He+ in the 1-1.4 keV range 

precipitating with 0+ ions of slightly higher energies at 

L = 7 and a MLT of 0700 hours. No He++ ions were detected 

and Johnson argues that it is not feasible for solar wind 

He++ to charge exchange to He+ while stably trapped. At 

certain times these presumably ionospheric 0+ ions have 

been seen in the dayside cleft comingled with He++ [Shelley 

et al., 1976]. 

Pulliam [1976] has observed two different types of 

precipitating ion bursts on a single sounding rocket flight 

during a period of magnetic disturbance (Kp = 5+) . One 

type consisted of 0+ and H+ with evidence for local accel¬ 

eration, while the other was He++ and H+ with evidence for 

a more distant acceleration ( 20 Re). They concluded an 

ionospheric origin for the 0+ and H+ fluxes and a solar 

wind origin for the He++. 

It should be mentioned that photometric searches for 

the He+ 5876 Â line have been made [Eather, 1968]. This 

attempt produced a null result which is not inconsistent 

with the recently observed fluxes of He+. Furthermore 

it was discovered that any He+ 5876 Â emission would 



be at least partially obscured by a hydroxyl airglow 

feature at 5874 Â. 

It is now well known that the magnetosphere is 

composed of plasmas originating in both the solar wind and 

the ionosphere. It is also becoming apparent that composi¬ 

tion measurements can be a powerful tool for identifying 

flow patterns and locating acceleration regions. As a 

result a need exists for more and better ion mass spec¬ 

trometers. The instruments of Hoffman, Sharp, Shelley, 

and Johnson are of a low resolution variety. The data of 

Frank and Hardy were obtained with electrostatic energy 

selectors and the identification of 0+ was based on the 

observation of primary and secondary peaks separated in 

energy by a factor of four. This was assumed to be 

evidence of 0+ (possibly N+) streaming with H+, but the 

possibility of double streaming H+ cannot be ruled out. 



FIGURE 1 

A diagram showing how solar wind plasma might enter 

the magnetosphere. The regions where entry takes place 

most easily are indicated by the hatchings, the plasma 

sheet is indicated by the dotted, region, and the 

direction of plasma flow is indicated by the arrows. 

[ Axford, 1970 ] 

FIGURE 2 

A schematic diagram of the magnetosphere showing 

how polar wind plasma could become trapped on field 

lines in the tail which reconnect and contract towards 

the earth. The plasma sheet is indicated by the dotted 

region and the direction of plasma flow by the arrows. 

[ Axford, 1970 ] . 
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CHAPTER 2 

2.1, General Description 

The conventional approach to ion mass spectrometry 

is to obtain m/q (mass, m, and charge, q) by combining any 

two of the following measurement techniques: velocity, v, 

selection, energy selection to obtain mv /q, or magnetic 

separation proportional to mv/q. Of course, the primary 

stage of any spectrometer must not perturb the ions passed 

on to the second stage. The most common configuration for 

space applications has been a curved plate electrostatic 

analyzer followed by a magnetic sector or a balanced 

magnetic and electrostatic Wein velocity filter. The 

Cycloidal Ion Mass Spectrometer (CIMS) is a hybrid device 

that uses crossed electric and magnetic fields to force 

incoming ions to execute cycloidal trajectories with net 

displacements per cycloid proportional to the mass per 

unit charge of the ions. It will be shown in the following 

section that this displacement or drift is independent of 

the entrance angle and energy of the incoming ions. Thus, 

the CIMS is said to focus in energy and entrance angle and 

is called a double focusing spectrometer. For a more com¬ 

plete discussion of mass spectrometry, the reader is referr¬ 

ed to Roboz [1968] and McDowell [1963]. 

The original impetus for the development of the CIMS 

was the success of the Apollo SIDE (suprathermal ion detec¬ 

tion experiment) ion mass spectrometer and the desire to 
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adapt that instrument for the purpose of analyzing the 

ion wake of Venus in the solar wind. The instrument that 

was proposed for the Venus mission (the CIMS) was primarily 

developed by Jurg Meister and actually has little resem¬ 

blance to the SIDE. The Venus proposal was not accepted, 

but the CIMS was later booked on an auroral sounding rocket 

flight instrumented by David Winningham of the University 

of Texas at Dallas (UTD). In March of 1976, the UTD rocket 

was launched into a quiet-time arc. Unfortunately, the 

CIMS suffered an electronic failure and produced no data. 

The spectrometer was recovered, however, and is now being 

prepared for a 1978 sounding rocket flight with H.R. 

Anderson of Rice University. 

The basic design of the CIMS is shown in Figure 3. 

Also shown are the E and B fields and two ion trajectories. 

The B field is produced by a permanent magnet pair, and 

the mass selection is accomplished by varying the E field. 

The ions are detected at the exit slit by a funnel Channel- 

tron. On the 1976 UTD flight the E field was varied by 

charging a capacitor, connecting it to the E box (described 

in sect. 2.5), and then allowing the E field to decay 

exponentially until the mass range of interest was covered. 

Then, a second capacitor, charged while the first was dis¬ 

charging, was connected and the first one recharged. A 

faster method would be to step the E field through the 

mass range. 



FIGURE 3 

A schematic showing the basic design 

of the CIMS. Also shown are the E and B 

fields, two ion trajectories, interior 

dimentions L and w, the focal length, f, 

and a crosssection illustrating the yoke 

magnet assembly. 
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2.2, Equations of Motion 

The equations of motion for the CIMS can be developed 

as follows: *B =Bz, E = Ey, and the Lorentz force on an 

ion is F = q(E+vxB). Separating the x and y equations 

and recognizing that the z equation is trivial we get, 

(1) mx = qyB, and 

(2) my = qE-qxB. 

Differentiating (1) and (2) again with respect to time and 

combining we get two ordinary differential equations, 

(3 ) x = w^ (E/B - x), and 

(4) y = -w2y, 

where w = qB/m is the gyrofrequency. The general solution 

to this type of equation is the general solution to the 

homogeneous equation plus a particular solution to the 

inhomogeneous equation. So we try 

(5) y(t) = Asin(wt) +Ccos(wt) +Q, and 

(6) x(t) =Dsin(wt) +Gcos(wt) +«t +P. 
O 

We solve for the constants by requiring our general solutions 

to match equations (1) and (2) and the initial conditions 

which are taken to be y(0) = x(0) = 0, y(0) = ye, x(0) = x0. 

Thus, we get, 

(7) y(t) sin( wt) (xo - ^-) ( cos ( wt) - 1) , and 

(8) x(t) ( ko - g)sin(wt) - j°(cos ( wt) - 1) +|t. 

At t = 27r/w, y(2ir/w) =yo=0,-and x(2tt/w) = x0• Also y(2ir/w)= yo=0 

and (9) x(2rr/w) =xd = 2g = 2g&, 

so we see that the particle exits with its entrance 
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velocity and the distance the particle drifts in one 

gyroperiod is independent of the initial velocity, i.e., 

entrance angle and energy. In our CIMS, the distance 

between the entrance and exit slits, the focal length f, 

is fixed at 10 cm, and a given m,/q is analyzed by adjust¬ 

ing E until x^ = f, giving 

(10) f = 2ÏÏmE . 
qS2"" 

In our CIMS, B = 0.23 Tesla so with f = 10 cm, the 

electric field required to focus H+ is E = 8.06 x 10^ volts/ 

meter, and for 0+, 5.0 x 103 volts/meter. For an E box 

length, L (Fig. 3), of 10.5 cm, the corresponding applied 

voltages are 8.5 x 10 v and 5.3 x 10 v, respectively. 

In practice, the highest voltage used is about 3.5 kv and 

protons are focused by applying this voltage to only a part 

of the box. 

2.3, Energy Limits 

Actually the CIMS does have energy and entrance angle 

limitations due to the requirement that the ion trajectories 

not intersect the walls of the instrument. In an earlier 

era of development, a computer program was developed by 

J. Meister to plot trajectories. The present slit and wall 

arrangement of the CIMS is due to this program. An under¬ 

standing of the upper energy limit for a given m/q may be 

gained by the following analysis. 

From equations (7) and (8) we can see that the motion 

is circular in a reference frame moving at a velocity v^ = 

» r
i
.
 

H| m
 



A view of a trajectory in both moving and stationary refer¬ 

ence frames is shown in Figure 4. In the stationary frame, 

two parameters that describe the size of the trajectory are 

r and b (primed quantities refer to the moving frame), r’ 

is just the gyroradius, and b (b‘) is defined to be the 

distance between the points P and Q (P' and Q'). P and Q 

are the points where v is parallel to y, and v = v' +v, = 0. 
x x d 

E 
Thus, v<3 “ g = “vx = v' cos<f)'* Solving for , <f)' = arccos 

E 
(—rr) ; and, from the figure, b' =2r'sin (4>'). In the sta- 

tionary frame, b will be equal to b' minus the distance 

point Q moves in the time it takes the ion to go from P 

to Q, thus b=b' Assuming nonrelativistic 

velocities, tp^ = 2r '4>'/v' = arccos ( » so b becomes, 

(11) b = 2r ' sin [arccos (^T^)J “ vd f?-arccos • 

E o 
Substituting r=mv’/qB, vd = — , and E = fqBV27Tm from eq. 

(10), we get an equation relating the two orbit parameters 

r' and b to the focal length, f. 

(12) b = 2r ' sin [ arccos (^J^T)] -^arccos 

The present dimensions of the CIMS are b =w=7 cm, 
max 

r'max= cm» and f = 10 cm (see Figure 3). Plugging 

these values of r' and f into equation (12) one obtains, 

b = 6.3 cm. This being less than the width w of the instru¬ 

ment means that incoming ions will be limited to a gyrora¬ 

dius of 5.25 cm. The corresponding energies for a few ions 

of interest are: H+, 6.9 keV; He+, 1.7 keV; He++, 6.9 keV? 

0+, 0.43 keV? 0+6, 15.5 keV? Ne+, 0.35 keV. There is no 
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FIGURE 4 

Upper diagram: ion trajectory viewed in a stationary 

reference frame. 

Lower diagram: ion trajectory viewed in a reference frame 

moving with drift velocity, v^ = E/B. 



theoretical lower limit on ion energies except the require¬ 

ment that the ions be energetic enough to get through the 

slits before significant diffraction by the fringing 

magnetic field. By assuming a full strength B field in 

the slit, this lower limit can be estimated to be about 

2.4, Mass Resolution 

Figure 5 shows the mapping of the entrance slit 

onto the exit slit S„. If the drift distance x, is varied 
2 a 

such that the beam moves across the exit slit, the output 

current profile would be as indicated in the figure. Mea¬ 

suring from the half max. points the width with respect to 

the drift distance is xa = 'Scos^2 " • Referring to equation (9), 

we see that x^ - Am, or dividing by equation (10) and 

inverting, one obtains an equation for the mass resolution, 

R 

as) Am S-j^ + S2 

The present configuration of the CIMS is = 0.025 cm , 

S2 = 0.2 cm , f = 10 cm , and ^ = 45°, giving an ideal mass 

resolution of R = 32 (assuming no spreading of the beam). 

Equation (13) assumes homogeneuos E and B fields as does 

the development of the equations of motion. Deviations 

from field homogeneity will produce an ion drift that 

depends on the path of the ions through the instrument. 

Thus, inhomogeneities could produce a loss of resolution. 
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FIGURE 5 

AS - sx + s2 

AX = AS / COS ^ 

Fig.5, The output current plotted as a 

function of slit width s, and the relation of 

the total slit width as to the drift distance x^. 
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2.5, The E Box 

Figure 6 illustrates the interior assembly referred to 

as the electric field or E box. The long narrow E field 

required by the CIMS is produced by a series of 22 

conductive equipotential strips on the inside surface of 

the E box connected by a resistive film. The box is 

constructed from ceramic (Alsimag) substrates which provide 

both a suitable surface for deposition of the strips and 

film, and good electrical insulation from the magnets. 

The ceramic substrates are not easy to work with, but are 

required because of the high temperatures used to fire 

the resistive films. 

All films and strips were deposited by screen printing 

through a stainless steel screen (200 x 200 per inch mesh, 

0.0016" diameter wires) in contact with the ceramic sub¬ 

strate. (Off contact printing proved to be overly difficult 

and produced films that were thicker than desired). The 

screens were prepared from a Kepro screen printing kit with 

stainless steel substituted for the silk screens. All 

thick film pastes were ordered from Electro Science Labs. 

A resistive pattern of uniform thickness is measured in 

units of Ohms per square (A/a) independent of its size. 

If p is the volume resistivity of a material, the resis¬ 

tance, R, across a slab of thickness s (Fig. 7) is R = pl/ws, 

where 1 (w) is the dimension in the direction of current 

flow (perpendicular to the current). It is easy to see 

that for 1=w, the resistance is determined only by p and s. 
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FIGURE 6 

Shown above is a blown up view of the E field box 

with the entrance slit in the lower right hand corner. 

The equipotential strips can be seen on the lower sub¬ 

strate. The strips have been printed on both sides of 

the side walls to facilitate the electrical connection 

to the upper and lower substrates. All pieces are ceramic 

except where indicated. Omitted for the sake of clarity 

is the resistive film which covers the stripes. 
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FIGURE 7 

Fig.7, A diagram showing three sections of resistive 

film of thickness s carrying a current J. If the material 

has a volume resistivity p(ohm»meter), the resistance of 

the square sections is R^= pl/ws'= pl'/w's = p/s provided 

that w = 1 and w* = 1' . The rectangular section has a 

resistance R2=p2r/w's = 2R^ . A convènient but confusing 

unit is "ohms/square, Ç\/u . The rectangular section is 

two square resistors in series. 



The conductive pattern was printed first using paste 

#9623. Two coats were applied allowing each to level and 

dry independently at approximately 125°C until dry. After 

drying the substrate was fired at 850°C for 10 minutes at 

peak temperature. Extreme thermal shocks were avoided by 

long heat up and cool down times (90 -120 min.). 

Next, two layers of lO^fl/a paste were printed and 

dried as before, and fired by placing the substrate on a 

cold brick, placing in the oven at 359°C, and heating to 

702°C. Because contact printing was used instead of off- 

contact, a thinner film of 5 x \QpJh/a was obtained as 

desired. Finally, a resistor chain was deposited in two 

layers of 10^-fl-/O paste in a narrow band on one substrate 

using the same procedure as before. Resistances were mea¬ 

sured using an electrometer and a 1.5 V battery. The 

resistor chain was trimmed by sanding with medium and fine 

sandpapers. 

The side wall pieces were printed in the same manner 

except that the conductive pattern was printed on both 

sides to allow electrical contact with the interior of the 

box. 

The entrance and exit slits are located at the ground 

potential strip and are constructed from stainless steel. 

Finally, the box was epoxied together except for the 

slits which were glued in with Aremco bond 525 conductive 

adhesive. The assembled box was also epoxied into place 

between the pole pieces. 
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2.6, The Magnet and Yoke Assembly 

The magnetic field for the CIMS is produced by the two 

permanent magnets illustrated in Figure 3. The magnets are 

a mosaic of small cubes of Alnico 8 epoxied to the yoke. 

A single piece magnet would have been more expensive and 

more difficult to obtain. Each magnet is covered with a 

thin pole piece of soft iron to produce a more homogeneous 

field. The yoke is also made from high permeability iron 

and completely encloses the field region except for the 

entrance and exit apertures. The external field is less 

than 7G at 4 cm from the instrument. (See Fig. 3). 

The Alnico 8 used in the magnets was ordered unmagne¬ 

tized from the Permag Corp. (Dallas, Texas). After con¬ 

struction of the magnet yoke assembly, the side pieces of 

the yoke were removed and the two slabs were allowed to 

contact each other and then bolted to a soft iron frame 

capable of separating the slabs after magnetization. After 

magnetization in the large electromagnet of the Rice 

Material Science Dept., another piece of soft iron was 

placed across the frame to provide a return path for the 

flux, and the slabs were separated. Finally the E box was 

epoxied into place, the yoke side walls bolted on, and the 

frame removed. The resulting internal field was measured 

to be 2.3 kilogauss. 

I did not design the magnets, but the calculations 

can be reproduced from any of a number of industrial pam¬ 

phlets on permanent magnet design such as those available 



from Indiana Général and Hitachi Magnetics Corp. 

Since the development of the CIMS, newer alloys have 

been developed which would permit a lighter design or a 

larger instrument. 

2.7, Detector and Data Handling 

In its first incarnation, the CIMS used a Johnston 

MM-2 electron multiplier with the front end (cathode) main¬ 

tained at -3500 V and the anode at instrument ground. 

This configuration provided some post acceleration which 

was necessary for good detection efficiency for heavy ions. 

The Johnston multiplier was chosen over a funnel-channeltron 

because of its larger detection area and ruggedness. 

The preamplifier-discriminator-pulse shaping circuitry 

was my own design, adapted from the circuits used by the 

Johnston PAD-1 amplifier-discriminator-shaper. It is very 

similar to that used by the Rice rocket group's HTR electron 

detector [Spiger et al., 1974]. The schematic can be found 

in Appendix I . 
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The Achilles' heel of this system was the degradation 

of the multiplier gain due to repeated exposure to moist air. 

3 4 This necessitated the use of high amplifier gain (10 to 10 ), 

which made the counting electronics overly sensitive to 

PCM noise and supply line noise. 

For the intended reincarnation of the CIMS, past ex¬ 

periences will be heeded and the channeltron-preamplifier 

of the ALSEP-SIDE program will be used instead of the MM-2. 

Years of service on the Moon have proven these units to be 

reliable and noise resistant. The gain of the channeltron 

does not degrade with exposure to air. This is presumably 

due to the type of material used for the secondary elec¬ 

tron emitting surface. The exact nature of this material 

is a trade secret. 

At this time I plan to use a pulse shaping circuit 

similar to that which was used previously. The rest of the 

data handling circuitry was unique to the UTD payload, was 

not designed by me, and will not be discussed here. 
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CHAPTER 3, CALIBRATION 

My initial thesis topic was to be the calibration of 

the CIMS before the 1976 flight with UTD. Instead, we 

became involved with trouble shooting and the CIMS was not 

calibrated before that flight. Due to an unidentified 

failure, Our instrument produced no data at that time. 

Nevertheless, we decided that a post flight calibration 

would be in order, since the flight version had never been 

properly tested and only limited performance data existed for 

an earlier prototype. The postcalibration uncovered some 

design problems that will be corrected before any future 

flight of the CIMS. 

3.1, Calibration Facilities 

The data to be presented were obtained using a model 

320 ORTEC RF ion source capable of producing singly charged 

ions up to about 40 amu with energies from 0 to 6 keV. The 

gas to be ionized is bled into the source through a 

GRANVILLE-PHILLIPS bleed valve and pumped out with a 500 

L/sec VAC I ON pump, thus maintaining a stable gas pressure 

of moderate purity. For most ions, the lowest current 

attainable at higher energies was too high for the channel- 

tron, so five layers of screen were placed as close to the 

—2 
source as possible for an attenuation of 10 . Time 

did not permit calibration without the screens, so the 

low energy performance (less than 100 eV in most cases) has 

not been determined. This will be investigated before the 
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next flight. 

The beam flux was monitored with a small screen 

(transmission, T = 0.4) placed just in front of the entrance 

slit. The transmission factor for the screen was obtained 

by placing the screen in a beam of N+ ions monitored by a 

faraday cup placed just behind the screen. Geometric 

effects and secondary electron emission are accounted for 

in T, but because secondary electron emission is energy 

dependent T differed by about 10% between Ou 2 keV N+ and 

0.5 keV N+ beams. The quoted value of T is an average of 

the values obtained from the two beams. The current from 

the screen was measured with a KEITHLEY 610c electrometer. 

The ALSEP/SIDE channeltron-preamp module was used as the 

detector. The 50mV pulses from the module were then brought 

out of the vacuum chamber to channel 1 of a TEKTRONIX 547 

dual trace oscilloscope. The trigger output pulses of 

channel 1 were fed to a X4 amplifier and into a LRS 123 

discriminator/pulse shaper. These 5V square pulses were 

sent to a counter and channel 2 of the oscilloscope 

where both channels could be viewed simultaneously. Count 

rates were recorded by hand. The channeltr on module was 

pulsed with test pulses from a BNC model RP-1 tail pulse 

generator. The instrument sits on a manual feedthrough 

controlled platform that provides rotation about vertical 

and horizontal axes perpendicular to the beam. Figure 8 

is a block diagram of the system. 



I have performed a calibration of the ion beam energy 

using a retarding potential analyzer and found that the 

beam energy for H+ can be as much as 10% higher than 

the control setting depending upon the gas pressure in 

— f} 
the gun. At a gun gas pressure of 1 x 10 torr the beam 

energy is as accurate as my calibration power supply. 

Beam energy increases for lower pressures. Since the usual 

gun gas pressure was close to 1x 10 torr, all following 

energies are uncorrected. Ortec claims a 70 eV band 

width for their source and this seems to be the case. 



FIGURE 8 

A block diagram of the calibration 

facilities. 
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FIGURE 8 
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3.2, The Geometric Factor 

A fundamental starting point for this discussion is 

the velocity distribution function f.(v). Fig.9 illustrates 

the coordinates to be used, where primed quantities refer 

to the orientation of the instrument with respect to a 

space fixed reference frame, and unprimed quantities refer 

particle velocities to the same fixed frame. The number 

of particles, of species i that fall on a slit of 

area A with normal n is given by equation 14. 

o o 
In the coordinates of fig. 9, d v=v sin0d0di, v= |v| 

and v • n = vTcosOcos# + sin9 sin©'cos (ffi - à') ]. Thus, eq. 

(14) becomes 

3>) = J^àAjâ.9j~dàJdv J f^(v,0,d>) sin© 

x[cos0cos0 + sin0 sin0'cos (6 - <tf) ] 

For simplicity, I will set 0'= tf/2 , and d>' = 0 for the 

rest of this discussion. At an E box voltage V, the 

instrument detects the count rate, 
x-tr /-Atr poo o 

(15) C.(V,n) = A/d0/d<b/dvv f.(v,0,ffi) I.(V,v,0,è) 
1 Jo Jo Jo 1 1 

2 
x sin 0 cosd> , 

Ii(V,v,0,o)= eigi(V,0,*)'Mi(V). 

1^ is the rank 4 instrument response function, is the 

counting efficiency, g^ is the normalized instrument 

response function defined to have a maximum value of unity, 

and M^(V) is the mass response function and will be dis¬ 

cussed in section 3.3 . It can now be seen that if I^ 



FIGURE 9 

An illustration of the coordinates used 

in the derivation of the geometric factor. 

v - incoming ions 

n - normal to entrance 

apperature 
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describes a sufficiently narrow field of view centered 

about ri, this choice of coordinates makes cos <h and 

sin 0 approximately unity. They will be retained for 

completeness until incorporated into the geometric factor, 

It is difficult if not impossible to solve for f^ in 

eq.(15) by a transformation of the integrals. Therefore, 

the usual approach is to design the instrument so that 1^ 

is non-zero in a region of phase space small enough such 

that f^ will usually not vary greatly within that region. 

When this is the case, f^ may be recovered from the inte¬ 

grals, and the integrations performed. For the ideal 

instrument , g^(v,0.6) is separable and we can make the 

following definitions: the geometric factor, 

a is the effective solid angle; and the velocity pass 

where v is the average speed of the velocity pass band. 

Equation (16) may now be solved for f^. 

Unfortunately, for the CIMS g^(v,0,ffi) cannot be sepa¬ 

rated so I have found it convenient to define the geometric 

factor to be, 

G^(v ) . 

ACL , where 

band With these definitions eq.(15) 

becomes 

7,0,0) = e^Afb(v) , 

cos à. The difference 
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between G^v) as defined by eq.(17) and the usual defin¬ 

ition of G is the velocity dependence of fu which makes 

G^(v) describe the velocity pass band , and which has 

been included because of possible geometric contributions 

As before, if G^ is non-zero over a small enough region 

of phase space, f^ may be recovered from the velocity 

integral to give, 

1 and u are the limits of the velocity pass band described 

by G^v). Equation (19) may now be easily solved for f^. 

The object of calibration is to determine M^(V), and G^(v) 

accurately enough to form G^. 

The parallel beam used for calibration can be described 

by the distribution function, 

If k^(v) is sufficiently narrow in velocity, g\ may be 

moved outside the integral. The parallel beam flux is 

to besides the normal counting efficiency. With G^ 

defined by eq. (17) and M^(V) as defined previously, 

eq.(15) becomes, 

fj_(v) = k^v) £"(© - 0^) £(® - 0.^), so (15) becomes 



defined here as F.(v) = fdvv3k.(v) . Thus, (20) becomes 
1 *Jo 1 

(21) Ci(V,v,eb,mb) = ^ A F^v) M^V) g\(v,eb,d>b) 

Equation (21) is used to map out g\ and the integral in 

(17) performed numerically to obtain G^(v) . To integrate 

(17), the integrals must be replaced by summations. Thus, 

(22) G^(v) = eiA j£kEg*i(v,e,<b) 40^ = ejAOjtv), 

where j and k range far enough to cover all non-zero values 

of g’i. 

Fig. 10 is an example of the format used to record 

data. Each block like this covers the range in 9 and E 

box voltage V, and represents a single value of <b and 

energy. The data are used as per eq.(21) to produce the 

contour plots of g\ shown in figures 11 and 12» where the 

contour values are count rates nornalized to unity. The 

integration of g^ is performed by overlaying the contours 

with a grid with 2.9x10 sr per square. The area of each 

square is multiplied by its hight and these values summed 

to produce A^(v) , which is recorded on each plot. For 0.4 

+ -3 
keV O , an average A^(v) is 5.7 5x 10 sr , and for 1.0 

keV H*, 9.9 5 x 10“3 Sr. 

The theory of the CIMS predicts that the difference in 

A^ between 0.4keVO+ and lkeVH^ is due to different 

momentum/charge and not the atomic mass difference. In 

2.3 kilogauss field of the CIMS, 0.4keVO+ has a gyro- 

radius of 5.0 cm, while l.OkeVH* has only a 2.8cm gyro- 

radius. At the limiting gyroradius, only one angle of in¬ 

cidence will allow an ion to cycle through the instrument, 



FIGURE 10 

Fig. 10 shows a sample of the data format. In the 

vucuum chamber, the angle m is measured cm of arc. 

The numbers ranging from 3 to 5 in l/4 steps are the 

angle 0 measured in inches of arc. V is the E box 
P 

voltage, and Is is the current from the beam monitor 

screen. For given values of 0 and Vp , the recorded 

numbers are count rates in kilohertz. 

Figures 11 and 12 

Figures 11 and 12 are contour plots of g^. Both 

ordinate and abscissa are incremented in degrees. Ion 

specie, ion energy, E box voltage, and the measured 

efficiency,e, are recorded on each figure. 
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FIGURE 12 
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SO must go to zero in this limit. Ai will increase with 

decreasing gyroradius untill limited by the field of view 

of the entrance slit. Fig.12 shows that the H+ contours 

span a A0 of about 15°. Since the limiting a© of the ent¬ 

rance slit is 17°, a for lkeVH* should be about the 

maximum for the C3MS. 

The next factor to discuss is the efficiency. A 

theoretically ideal solid angle A^(v) would be the inte¬ 

gral over angles of the ideal normalized response function 

g*t(v,0,d)) , where g,
fc would correspond to a near rectangular 

plateau. In addition to the counting efficiency, one can 

define an isotropic or integral efficiency e^, 

e^v) = Gj(v) / Gt(v) = e^^v) /Afc(v) 

where G^_ is an ideal or theoretical geometric factor with 

€^_ = 1. It is also possible to define a differential or 

parallel beam efficiency d^ (V,v, 9, <t>) = Ci (V,v, 0, <t>)/h ^ (v), 

but equation (20) shows that this is just the instrument 

response function, I^ (V, v, 0, <J>). i feel that A, e, and fl adequately 

describe the performance of the CIMS, so to simplify matters, 

nothing more will be said about the integral or differential 

efficiency. 

The next step in getting is getting If the 

screen in front of the entrance slit has a transmission 

coefficient T, the instrument sees a flux F = TF£, where 

F^ is the flux incident upon the screen. The screen 

current I is I = F.A (1-T)q, where A„ is the area of the 

screen, and q is the ion charge. Eliminating F^ from 
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the last two equations gives us, 

(23) F = I T/A (l-T)q s s 

To calibrate the screen, a faraday cup with area A^ was 

placed behind the screen. The cup current will be, 

I' = F'. A Tq, with a corresponding screen current 
G 3L G 

T' = F'. A (l-T)q. Forming now, 
S IS 

/o/n T Iç&g . and substituting (23) into (22) 
l-T'I'A 

s c 

we get 

(25) F =I'X /11A q css c* 
2 

Typically, I'/l' = 0.25 ± 0.03, and A =1.3 cm , thus es c 

(26) F(#/sec cm2) =0.19 cm“2 x I /q 
S 

= 1.2 x ÎO3-8 x I (amps). 
S 

At the count rate maximum for a particular ion, g^ is de¬ 

fined to be unity, so equation (20) gives an expression 

for the counting efficiency. 

<27> H = ci,max
/aF- 

For the plots in figures 11 & 12, the derived value of is 

indicated on the figure. An average Z computed from those 
—2 

on the plots and other unplotted data is I = 10 ± 30%. 

The surprising smallness of this number will be discussed 

in chapter 4. The area of the entrance slit is 0.015 cm2. 

The total geometric factor, G^(v) = ejAû^v) , is about 

8.3 x 10""^cm2 sr for 0.4 keVO+ and 1.5 x 10~8cm2 sr for 

1 keV H^. Insufficient data has been accumulated for the 

formation of G^,however, I estimate it to be 

G = 1 x 10 8cm2sr . 



3.3, The Mass Response 

The function M^(V) describes the mass response of the 

CIMS. It is not necessary to determine that function since 

only the count rate corresponding to the peak in M^(V) will 

be used to calculate fluxes. However, the full-width at 

half maximum is the mass resolution of the instrument. 

The mass resolution is defined in section 2.4 to be 

R = m/ m. This definition of R can be extended by noting 

from eq.(10) that m oc E Dividing this proportionality 

by its differential, 4m OC-AEE , we see that 

E _ _ m _ V 
AE - ~ Am AV . 

It is V /AV that is used to determine R, where AV is the 

full width of a peak at half the maximum count rate. 

Figure 13 is plots of count rate vs. box voltage for 

a monoenergetic parallel beam of ions. The resolution 

characterizing each peak is given in the figures and ranges 

from 13 to 44. Although these numbers are sometimes greater 

than the theoretical value, magnetospheric plasmas are 

rarely parallel beams of mono-energetic ions. It is there¬ 

fore necessary to superpose peaks from a wide range of 

incident angles and energies so as to simulate an 

isotropic plasma. The first step in this simulation is to 

average over angles. This is done by summing count rates 

over a wide variety of angles (adjusted to a constant 

beam current) for a given voltage and energy. For a given 

mass, peak heights are roughly indicative of instrument 
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response, but no attempt has been made to normalize be¬ 

tween different ions. The results of the averaging over 

angles are plotted in Figures 14 through 17. For these 

peaks the mass resolution ranges from about 8 to 26. 

The ultimate mass response depends upon the energy- 

spectrum (if there is a dependence). Since there is some 

shifting of the peaks with energy, the resolution will 

probably be lowest for a flat energy spectrum. Such a 

spectrum was assumed, and the plots in Figure 18 produced 

by adding the Ne+ and He+ peaks in Figures 14 and 15. From 

these plots comes the advertised mass resolution, 7. 

From the evidence presented, it is clear that the mass 

response is not completely independent of entrance angle 

and energy. The 0.4 keV 0+ plots in Fig. 13 indicate that 

for increasing values of 0, slightly higher voltages are 

required to focus ions. This effect is seen repeatedly 

in the data, and is taken as evidence of variations in B 

throughout the instrument. Possible sources of these ir¬ 

regularities are: perturbations induced by the stainless 

steel used in the entrance and exit slits, fringing effects, 

perturbations due to the mosaic structure of the magnets, 

and impressed irregularities due to irregularities in the 

field of the electromagnet used to magnetize the CIMS. The 

variation of voltage with angle could also be due to in¬ 

homogeneities in the E field. At the time of construction, 

The resistance between equipotentials was constant to 

within less than 1%, however, it is possible that errors 



could have increased with age, use, and abuse. 

A comparison of expected central peak voltages and 

observed voltages is given in Table 1. The agreement is 

very good in most cases. The H* peak at 1200 V in Fig. 16 

is formed by the ion neutral collisions reaction, 

H* + H2 —» H* + H [Franklin, 1972]. 

It was mentioned earlier that approximately 8 kv 

must be applied to the full box to focus hydrogen. There 

is some doubt regarding the ability of the box to withstand 

this voltage. Since voltages that high are difficult to 

produce and handle, only about 4 kv is applied to the cen¬ 

tral 9 equipotentials instead of the full 22. The result 

of this technique can be seen in Fig. 17. As the H+ ion 

energy increases, greater box voltages are required to 

focus them because an increasing fraction of the trajectory 

lies in a region of the box where E = 0. There is some 

advantage in this arrangement since some knowledge of the 

H energy spectrum can be gained from the shape of the H 

peak. The disadvantage is that this is hard to calibrate 

for as Fig. 17 indicates. 



3.4, Energy Limits 

Table 2 gives a comparison between the expected and 

measured upper energy limits. It can be seen that the 

agreement here is not so good. All measured energies are 

considerably higher than predicted. This could be due 

to an error in measuring the internal B field of the CIMS 

but if B were much greater than 2.3 kilogauss, the mass 

response would not be as accurate as it seems. Of course 

being proportional to E/B, the mass response accuracy 

could be due to compensating errors in determining the 

E field. 

No upper limit was measured for H+ because of high 

required focusing voltage as discussed in section 3.3. 
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FIGURES 13 - 18 

Fig. 13 ; Count Rate vs. E box voltage for monoenergetic 

parallel beams of ions. The voltage is applied 

to the full box. 

Fig. 14 & 15 ; Count rate vs. box voltage for monoenergetic 

beams, isotropic in angles. The voltage is 

applied to the full box. 

Fig. 16 & 17 î Count rate vs. box voltage for monoenergetic 

beams, isotropic in angles. The voltage is 

applied to the center portion of the box. 

Fig. 18 ? Count rate vs. box voltage for beams isotropic 

in energy and angles. The voltage is applied 

to the full box. 

For all plots the count rate scale is arbitrary. 

Only peaks for the same ion may be compared. 
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TABLE 1 

A comparison of the theoretical and observed E 

box voltages required to focus ions. 

Theoretical Lowest Observed Theoretical 

Ion Voltage Voltage voltage 

(part, box) (part, box) (full box) 

Observed 

Voltage 

(full box) 

H+ 3200 3400 8500 

H2 1600 1800 4250 

H3
+ 1067 1200 2833 

He+ 800 800 2125 2400 

N+ 600 610 

0+ 530 530 

Ne+ 420 450 

Ar+ 210 280 
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TABLE 2 

A comparison of theoretical and observed energy 

limits. Energy units are keV in all cases. 

THEORETICAL OBSERVED 

ION LOWER UPPER 

(full box) 

LOWER UPPER 

(full box) 

UPPE] 

(part. 

H+ 0.4 6.9 - - - 

H2 0.2 3.45 0.2 - 2*2 

H3 
0.13 2.3 - - 2.2 

He + 0.1 1.7 - 3.0 1.7 

N+ 0.03 0.49 - 0.7 - 

0+ 0.024 0.43 - 0.65 - 

Ne + 0.02 0.35 — 0.5 — 

This table reflects the sketchiness of the data 

with respect to this subject. 
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CHAPTER 4, EVALUATION 

In chapter 1, I claimed that there was a need for more 

and better ion mass spectrometers. Is our CIMS any better? 

This thesis has shown that although the double focusing 

principle works, the instrument performance ( mass reso¬ 

lution and efficiency ) is not what was expected. Theo- 

reticaly, the CIMS should be capable of a mass resolution 

of 32. In reality, the resolution is only about 7, pre¬ 

sumably limited by field inhomogeneities. This would be 

hideous performance for a laboratory mass spectrometer, 

but it is equal to or greater than any currently used 

space ion mass spectrometer of which I am aware. Does 

higher resolution mean a better spectrometer? For work 

in the magnetosphere, instruments with resolutions rang¬ 

ing from 1 to 4 have been used successfully to detect 

singly charged heavy ions. Higher resolution would not 

have changed these results, but might have yielded greater 

information. Isotopic abundances in the magnetosphere are 

not yet important so maybe R = 7 is all that is currently 

required. In the solar wind, isotopic ratios are potentially 

very interesting but an R - 2000 is required to identify 

24 +7 
most species independent of ion charge ( for si^ , 

m/q = 3.9977, and for 160^4, m/q =3.9997 ). 

In addition to mass resolution, a good mass spectrometer 

should also provide energy information. Some of the Wein 



filter type spectrometers that have been flown [Johnson, 

Sharp, Shelley, 1972, 1974 ]‘ have had up to 9 energy 

channels ranging from 0.7 to 12 keV / q . The ICE ion mass 

spectrometer of H.Balsiger et al. [1976], to be flown on 

the GEOS satellite has R - 4 and 31 energy steps from 1.0 

tb 16 keV / q. The CIMS presently has only one energy 

channel for each mass, which is a big handicap in magneto- 

spheric work. This version of the CIMS will probably never 

have a high mass resolution capability, but with what we 

have learned from this instrument, I feel that a greatly 

improved version could be built. 

Can the presion of our CIMS be a good auroral / magneto- 

spheric spactrometer? The mass resolution is adequate but 

the energy selection needs some improvement. This could 

be accomplished by biasing up the interior of the CIMS 

(the E box) so as to retard incoming ions to the energy 

pass band of the instrument. Since extremely high voltages 

are difficult to work with, we would be limited to viewing 

heavy ions with energies less than about 5keV/ q. However, 

R = 7 and 3 or 4 energy steps up to 5 keV / q would make 

a fairly decent ion mass spectrometer. We could also use 

the approach of the Lockheed group ( Shelley, Sharp, and 

Johnson ) which has been to fly multiple spectrometers 

with different energy ranges. 



Another improvement for the CIMS would be to provide 

a series of exit slits that would allow a simultaneous 

viewing of more than one ion type. 

My work has also uncovered a counting efficiency 

-2 
factor of e = 10 , and estimated the average geometric 

factor to be 5 =10 . The total duration of an auroral 

sounding rocket flight is typicaly 500 to 700 seconds 

and the time spent above 200km is often as low as 200 sec. 

Assuming that we can see ions of a specie for 10% of a 

rocket revolution, the CIMS will obtain good counting 

7 -I —2 “1 statistics for ion fluxes above about 10 sec cm sr 

Fluxes of this magnitude have been observed by satellites 

5 “1 -2 [ Johnson et al.,1976], however, a number like 10 sec cm 

sr is probably more realistic for precipitating auroral 

ions. Before the CIMS can see such a flux, the average 
-5 

geometric factor must be raised to at least 10 if not 
-4 2 

10 cm sr. I have shown that our CIMS mass resolution 

is probably limited by field irregularities, and not the 

present slit widths, so I suggest that the exit slit be 

opened to 0.4cm and the entrance slit be opened to 0.3 cm. 

For this arrangement equation(14) gives R=14, so the 

present resolution of 7 would not be degraded. This 

change would raise 5 to about 10 cm sr, and if the 

source of our low efficiency can be found and eliminated, 
-4 2 

we could get G up to 10 cm sr. 
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Provided that we are succèsfui in raising 5, the next 

test flight of our CIMS will be in the early spring of 

1978. At that time the CIMS will be launched from Poker 

Flat, alaska into the aurora onboard a sounding rocket 

otherwise instrumented by H.R.Anderson and P.A Cloutier 

of Rice University. 



APPENDIX I 

2 



APPENDIX II , SPECIFICATIONS 

B int 

B ext 

= 2.3 kilogauss 

= 400 d> 1 meter 

E s= 0 - 40 kV / m 

A = 5.5 - .5 x 10 "*sr. for 0+ 

A = 
-3 

9.9 i .5 x 10 sr. for h2 

Entrance slit, 0.6x0.025 cm 
2 

Entrance slit area * 0.015 cm 

Exit slit , 0.6x0.1 cm 

Counting efficiency, € = 0.01 

Geometric factor, G = 8.3x10 ^cm2sr for 0.4keVO+ 

= 1.5 x I0_6cm2sr for 1.0 keV H* 

Focal length,-f = 10 cm 
£ 

E box resistance = 220 x 10 ohms 

Weight = 13 lbs 

Mass resolution , R = 7 
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